RASKC Cat Cozy Blankets
Instructions for sewing and non-sewing options.

- **If you sew**, the blanket dimensions can be either of these two sizes: 22” x 18” and/or 10” x 18.”

- **If you make the blankets without sewing**, by creating fringe and tying it (like in the photo), you would cut the material for larger blankets as 25”x21”; smaller blankets 13”x21. It’s very important that the fringe is very tightly tied together. Loose fringe can be hazardous to cats.

- **Delivering the blankets.** Please bring your blankets any afternoon (except major holidays) to 21615- 64th Ave S., Kent. We are open weekdays until 6pm and on weekends until 5pm.

Prefer Video? Watch this training video (2 min) available on the “Volunteer Hub Resource” section of our RASKC Volunteer webpage.